
 {Editor's Note} 

 

This is a collage of voices of young writers and artists who have all migrated to the Boulder, Co 
area from distant lands. They came from the East, from the West, and from the North. I came 

from the South and so together, we make the compass complete.  

 

The Authors:  

a Virginia-born Italian, who wrote while traveling to see his grandmother for the first and last 
time amid the warmer air and lapping waves of the Mediterranean 

 an avid rock climbing enthusiast who composed while grappling with the sensually jagged  
peaks of Colorado and California ,all the while inhaling snowflakes 

a quiet soul born from the lakes of Michigan with a camera around his neck and a pencil in his 
left hand, his eyes poised towards fire  

 

These are the voices of a displaced people. The ones who know both how to pick up a bluebird, 
and how to put it back down. The ones who know home is an open door after a long walk; it is 

those who wait inside the frame. This collection is a search for meaning, a game of names. Like 
Adam, our three authors grapple with essence and materiality. They fit themselves between two 

covers and oscillate all the while.    

  

Enjoy,  

Kat  



 

 

  



  

Songs of a Sourdough Pictures & Collage  

by: Shawn McDaniel  



We are all hopeless accidents in this world, 

  ever arising and returning to our inborn primitive nature,  

  spinning idly forever on the roulette wheel of life. Einstein was right to question if 

      God plays with dice: he does. Every one of us has 

   the divine right to become that which is both imminent and infinite: 

          what a terrible gift  

        the opposite is also equally our right  

and it's cause of existence cannot be denounced upon others, nor can we hope to find peace 
 from this burden outside of ourselves. In this understanding is to be found the heart of  
  loneliness, or fellowship.  

God submits himself, willingly, to be tried many times, amid and by design of this tribunal- 
ourselves- confounded possibility; we seek that which IS as he seeks that which is: 

 The answer is inspiration; the proof is experience. No sooner than we cease to be ourselves,  
    than do we become a continuum, which is Ourselves.  

 
   If we continue to remain at our habit- the base level of refuting logic, 
which shares the same origin and ending as that of taking up arms-  

 without arriving at a solid intrinsic awareness of our bodies,  

and a will,     made thus relentless with passion by our understanding, 

 to embrace directly through our bodies,   the form through which the soul stalks  

      and captures our minds as a justified assassin, 

       then our prayers shall flock amid the herd- 

      and our existence will be but a dream within a dream. 

 

 

         

 

         {Francesco Bruno-Bossio} 

 

  



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Primitive in Pike National Forest 

There is a special loneliness here that I love most. 

I do not know if it is the stars and their ancient light 

or the ghosts who rush through the broken, burned-out forest 

but some spirit here touches mine 

and reminds me that 

there is still time to salvage the world. 
 

    -Rob Kelleher 

  



  



  



Dark Circles 

Another beautiful day lost working inside 

another furious run through Roxbury park 

under the cold eye of the moon 

past black jacket alcoholics who smoke and joke and tell war stories: 

their words drip wisdom and remorse and hope. 

I nod to my kind but must not slow 

because I climb a sculpted plateau. 

Miles bring delirium and warm pain and clean lungs. 

I spook women and dogs with my stomp and whoosh 

but I am an agent of good. 

The moon chases me like a ghost 

pushing me around farther and faster. 

My legs are steel, I chant, as they drag me down to earth. 

Through stinging sweat and leaves on the trees I see 

twinkling skyscrapers and miss the Milky Way. 

I flee nothing and go nowhere. 

The only moment is now. 
 

-Rob Kelleher 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Neurotransmitter Love 

I swerved my ride into the mountainside 
I was drunk as bliss that day 



I served a concrete week inside 
where rotting users stray 

And consumer poison is the American way 
Prohibition always divides us 

Al Capones move powders today 
Brain chemicals still drive us 

Judges and politicians claim premonitions 
and ransom families for guilty admissions 

They author laws that create outlaws 
and equate human flaws to evil cause 

Thus I declare war on the war on drugs 
whose minions swagger like righteous thugs- 

Kill the moral talk you’re trying 
you’re lying as my sick friends are dying 

Junkies and fiends breath to cop 
and cash an afghan poppy crop 

or siphon north black tar and snow 
stained pink by the blood of Mexico 

Pill doctor shoppers haunt the Midwest; 
mad crystal scientists zombify the rest 

Old boys crack Pandora's bottle every night 
and turn a leathery shade of florescent light 

Welcome to the adolescence of the American police state 
where fear and apathy shape constitutional fate 

Two million citizens sleep in a cage tonight 
too few are violent, too few are white 

Education and rehabilitation will cauterize the bleeding 
Sledgehammer your screens and start reading 

Return from the verge with the urge to better earth 
and transcend the doctrine that wealth equals human worth 

I walked through chemical fire and hypothermic rain 
and poured beautiful dreams down my drain 

Now, I ask the grim keeper of fear, 
is the end of humanity near? 

She smiles and tells the truth unfurled: 
“One knows almost zero about the world.” 

 

    - Rob Kelleher  



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 


